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Tiddler | Meaning of Tiddler by Lexico
Tom Tiddler's ground was the name of a children's game in which one of the players, named Tom Tiddler, marked out their territory by drawing a line on the ground. The other players ran over this line calling out ‘We're on Tom Tiddler's ground, picking up gold and silver’. They were then chased by Tom Tiddler and the first (or, sometimes, the last) to be caught took his or her place.

Tiddler
Tiddler definition is - a small fish (such as a stickleback or minnow). How to use tiddler in a sentence.
Tiddler synonyms, tiddler antonyms - FreeThesaurus.com
Tiddler & Other Terrific Tales. You can change your mind at any time by clicking the unsubscribe link in the footer of any email you receive from us, or by contacting us at Marketing@FreckleProductions.co.uk.We will treat your information with respect and will never pass it on to any other parties.
Tiddler and Other Terrific Tales - Live on Stage - UK Tour ...
Fiddler is a free web debugging tool which logs all HTTP(S) traffic between your computer and the Internet. Inspect traffic, set breakpoints, and fiddle with incoming or outgoing data.
Tiddler - Wikipedia
Synonyms for tiddler in Free Thesaurus. Antonyms for tiddler. 11 synonyms for tiddler: child, kid, minor, nipper, youngster, shaver, small fry, tike, nestling, fry ...
Tidler - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
This disambiguation page lists articles associated with the title Tiddler. If an internal link led you here, you may wish to change the link to point directly to the intended article.
Tiddler - definition of tiddler by The Free Dictionary
tiddler definition: 1. something very small, especially a fish 2. a child. Learn more.
Tiddler | Definition of Tiddler by Merriam-Webster
tiddler (ˈtɪdlə) n 1. (Animals) a very small fish or aquatic creature, esp a stickleback, minnow, or tadpole 2. a small child, esp one undersized for its age [C19: from dialectal tittlebat, childish variant of stickleback, influenced by tiddly1] ThesaurusAntonymsRelated WordsSynonymsLegend: Switch to new thesaurus Noun 1. tiddler - a young person of ...
Fiddler - Free Web Debugging Proxy - Telerik
Interesting article giving the perspective of someone who has been away from TiddlyWiki for a few years: {{!!url}} <<< Way back in the mists of time (actually, January 2009) I wrote about a really cool tool called TiddlyWiki, a “non-linear personal web notebook”.
TIDDLER | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
What does tiddler mean? tiddler is defined by the lexicographers at Oxford Dictionaries as A small fish, especially a stickleback or minnow.
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